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“Only fools say in their hearts, 'There is no God.' God looks down from heaven on the
entire human race; he looks to see if anyone is truly wise, if anyone seeks God.” 

 -- Psalm 53: 1a and 2, New Living Translation .... a Warning from God to you,  too. 
See also Hebrews 11:1 and James 2:19 (important verses)

PART 1
1
Existentialism   is an old philosophy that some still like to call “truth” without Proof. It
puzzles over all we've ever thought ---- asks  if we really “Be”.
Existential thinking says,  “Nothing's really real.”  …..   WHY  DO 

people prefer such thinking, and believe what's so  depressing,  but
IGNORE nature they see …. That's the real puzzle.

2
Science   &   astronomy   &   math   &   physics   &   more show  probable truths. It's 
puzzling how many smart people can get so confused   by
existential  thoughts that say,  “Nothing's really real.”  …. ATHOUGH  

EVIDENCE shows things exist,     &   mathematical evidence,  plus
microscopes   &   telescopes  SHOULD  open eyes to  See.

3
Things of nature like health   &   events are changed so many times after prayers!  It's 
puzzling how many smart people  don't  use statistics   to
examine  evidence  that shows,   “Maybe God's really there!” ...   LOGIC

uses math to puzzle out  if God exists   by counting how many
times beyond coincidence >>  things CHANGE  AFTER  PRAYERS.

PART 2
4
Malachi 3: 10 >>> SIMPLE Science experiment:
Test if God exists:  Respectful,  just speak to the air,
pray for help to find al pieces of Life's Real Truth.
CHORUS

Why would people  WANT   to believe,  “Nothing's real.”  ???
That's the real  Existential  Puzzle.
Any-thing to NOT believe in God – Jehovah?? That's the real  Existential  Puzzle.

5
“Seek and you'll find Truth,”   Jesus taught this great challenge.
Open your mind  as Science should,  look at Life's puzzle pieces.  There's
NOTHING to fear when you're exploring, seeking REAL TRUTH.      >> CHORUS


